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About This Game

OCTOPTICOM is an open-ended puzzle programming game about designing and optimizing optical computing devices. Use
lasers, mirrors, filters and other components to read, transform and write sequences of colored squares. Solve a variety of light

puzzles and find clever ways to make your solutions elegant and compact.
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Features

Lasers
8 colors
A lot of squares
More than 40 levels of light programming
Not a single line of assembly code required
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very repetitive missions, a lot will have you backtracking to open doors and activating power sources. The aliens are same old
through the missions and there is little diversity between the sifferent types. 4\/10 is my score..

Buy on a massive discount. I have played Tropico3 a lot and this is definitely an interesting take.

Really cool Politics system. Eras reminescent of Civ5. I would recomment it if you like economy management and political
games.. Amnesia without stealth but with guns, stupid monsters and lags.. Crusader kings 1 loses the fight against Crusader
Kings II, but it is still fun and a cheap game. I like it and the only negative thing in this game in my opinion is that you cannot
play as anyone else but a christian ruler. The idea is good, but the controls are the worst things ever. Getting Over It's controls
are awful, yes, but they make sense. Flapping Over It's controls are so clunky and nonsensical I can't even play it for more than a
few minutes without getting tired and bored.
Overall: 4\/10. This is a HOG game, with real actors filmed with green screens added in the scenes. The graphics are very
beautiful, animated, colorful and dense; a bit comics style. Some inventory objects are shown in 3D when used. The voice overs
are good. This odd mixing of different styles gives an amazing result which perfectly matches the strange and thrilling story.
The mini games are okay and the search scenes are beautiful and fun to search through, with a lot of interactions. Moving
around is not intuitive though: to go back to the previous screen you have to click a back button on the UI (the magnifier) and
you sometimes have to use the map to move around. The bonus part seems unfinished as the hint system doesn’t work at all but
the added zones and the final ending were nice. There are a lot of achievements to unlock and secret stashes of money to find,
which are hinted on your map. You can also grab money from the search scenes. All this money is then used to buy items for
your collector hideout’s garden: statues, trees, fountains. You access this hideout by clicking on the purse in the lower UI. The
game lasted a very decent amount of time for a HOG (around 6 hours, my time counter is off due to being offline for a week).
Despite the lack of instructions and sometimes getting lost, it’s still a good game and I do recommend it.. Updates ruined the
game. Ubisoft couldnt sell TM Turbo so they tried to bring Turbo to TM2. It was perfect, and you ruined it.

RIP Speed drifting, RIP Trackmania 2. This game is absolutely bang on the das kapital for being created by a single man in his
bedroom. The amount of content available and the quality of the graphics is brilliant considering the game is compacted into
250mbs. I love the authentic uniforms used by the British Royalists and the steam punk zeppelin setup, the gameplay is very
fluid and works well on release which is a nice change from allot of games I have bought recently that have been broke on
release. There is still room for improvement though, I would like the option to issue movement orders to a single troop and have
him carry them out while I swap to another unit and do the same with him. It would be also handy to have some sort of mini
map so I could know the general direction in which to send my troops. In all the game is great though and I hope to have many
hours of fun. If you would like to see some footage check The King of Funk on youtube doing his thing: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNIMy-CPY9s. Why do i have to create million accounts to play
this?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!. Saw the developers website a while ago, so happy this is out.

Very very fun first-person puzzle game with unique twist of dual overlapping universes.

If you like Portal, and especially like Antichamber, then definitely buy this.

Not the longest game, but very challenging and fun, highly recommended
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I feel like I'm only scratching the surface of what's in the game. Every playthrough I get a little bit wiser, a little bit better, a
little bit further, followed by a whole lot deader. This is not a handholding experience, expect to learn through thinking at things
and a lot of error. I see myself coming back to this game again and again, exploring paths and finding things I didn't see before.

The latest update brings controller support, I'm loving playing this on the big screen now.

Easily recommended.

Protip: I find the bullets more deadly than the cold.. Too repetitive. There's almost no way to not make your followers angry.. when
the map works its good map to drive round but you get the feeling they rushed it cause don't look as real and as good as gladbeg
map or berlin this one is a pain in the put and all over place its tuck me few weeks to get it to work on mine best way drive bus
round out of service seems to work for few times then try in service but dose need upgrade init and finishing apart from that it's on
rate out of 10 id give it 5.9. Very repetitive game, A basic tablet game but without a save. You have to get to level 101 to win. Not
really worth playing.. This game i see would be fun fro a specfific number of people. (e.g You like aircraft or like playing as a
flight controler) But this game makes it a VERY specific number of people. I was into airports and flying and wanted to try out this
game. Then i immidiatly got bored in 1 hour. It really isent fun if youre not the number of VERY specific people. Dont reccomend
wasting $20.. My WW2 was a bit different (I started in June of "44" so that's the POD for my Germany
I pulled my troops out of Normandy, and kept the allies bogged down there until late July, meanwhile, i punched out the USSRs
teeth, destroying their frontline units....for a time. I pulled the few remaining troops i had out of Norway to reenforce my position
in Europe, I blew back the Allies's first offensive into Northern Italy. Things were looking good.....but good things never last for
Germany do they?
The Allies blew away my defensive line with airstrikes and armor, Italy held face (Mountains, thank god!) and in the East, the
Russians made a renewed offensve into eastern Germany, by now i'd fully moblized to a full war footing with all factories i could,
using my better facories, i had select Arty and Armor i could use, and a decent supplly of Conscripts, i sent my Conscipts east, and
my tanks west.
Like i said, luck never lasts, i pushed my troops in Italy forwards, and they were overrun, the allies in the west outmanuvered me,
occupying my factories. In the East, the Russians rolled through the Ukraine like a fist through a wet towel, corned on 3 swides, i
pulled back many of my troops and sent them east, with a single panzer divsion, with infantry and arty, holding off the allies...god
bless those brave souls in the Western Army Group *Tear trickles down cheek* Sorry, anyway, the Russians, even being attacked by
Me-262s, and Infantry backed Arty, they rolled into East Prussia and Germany, but now the West was at the gates of Berlin.
The last few units pulled back to Berlin and Brandenburg, and the Western Army made it's last stand, for a week and a half, in the
ruins around Berlin, they fought off allied assaults in house to house fighting that would make Stalingrade look like a sandbox
brawl, bombed from the air, with the smell of burning flesh and gas, running low on ammunition, the last pockets of German
resistance gave in on March 27th 1945, days after the Furher took his own life from his mountaintop fortress in the Alps . The
War in Europe, was over after almosy seven long years, europe was silent of gunfire and battle at last....expect even without any
troops left, they would not except my surrender and moved troops about fighting nothing....once again, luck is not on German's side.
. I applaud the reissue of old games by Retroism and Nightdive Studios, I will probably continue to buy them (but probably only on
sale) because when the games originally came out I couldn't afford the $40 to $60 price tag back in 1993 and I would like a shot
now at them. There were a lot of good games that came out around 1993:

Alien Vs. Predator
Duke Nukem II
Dune
Dune II: The Building of a Dynasty
Elite Plus
Hard Nova
Laser Squad
Metal & Lace: The Battle of the Robo Babes (boing)
Nova
Protostar: War on the Frontier
Rex Nebular and the Cosmic Gender Bender
Ringworld: Revenge of the Patriarch
Space Ace
The Space Quest Saga: Roger Wilco
Star Trek: The Next Generation
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Star Wars
Star Wars: X-Wing - B-Wing
Star Wars: X-Wing - Imperial Pursuit
Starflight: A Cosmic Adventure
Stellar 7
Ultima: Worlds of Adventure 2 - Martian Dreams
Ultrabots
Wing Commander: Deluxe Edition
Wing Commander: Privateer - Speech Pack
Wing Commander: The Secret Missions

This was not one of them. You wonder how someone could approve this back then. Will keep slogging to see if possible to play.
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